COVID-19 Impact on Financial Services/Insurance Research (Apr 30-May 7)
Zeldis Research conducted roundtable discussions with key researchers in the financial services and insurance industries to
understand the impact of COVID-19 on their research departments. Eleven researchers participated. Industries represented
were health insurance and group benefits carriers, P&C carriers, life and annuity providers, and investment companies.

Research departments range from business as usual to on
hold, though most fall somewhere in between.
Few studies have been canceled, though some have been postponed.
Decisions are largely based on audience. Consumer research is least
impacted; response rates are strong. Research with distribution (advisors,
agents) seems to be resuming. Research with business owners/employers is
most impacted, given the perceived disruption and uncertainty they face.
Health carriers are most likely to be operating without disruption.
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Sensitivity and acknowledgement of COVID-19 are paramount.
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Companies are prioritizing critical research and postponing less crucial efforts. Survey
invitations and qualitative introductions start by acknowledging the current situation
and demonstrating appreciation for willingness to participate in research. Companies
are taking extra care in putting their customers first and avoiding even the chance that
they may appear tone deaf or insensitive.

Companies are increasing focus on secondary research
and internal communities.
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Most research departments are busy fielding requests about how
the pandemic is impacting their business and their customers.
Researchers are using secondary research and tapping existing
communities of trusted customers/distributors to help answer
questions and drive business decisions related to COVID-19.

Qualitative research has moved online; most do not
envision a return to in-person qualitative until 2021.
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While companies were already using online qualitative
methodologies some of the time, now all in-person qualitative
has moved to phone or online. Most researchers believe
companies will extend travel restrictions, and they worry about
asking respondents to come to facilities anytime soon.

Researchers are using a variety of methods to gain COVID-related insights.
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Given the uncertainty of the current environment, many companies have been fast-tracking
research specifically related to COVID-19 – perceptions, impact, concerns, etc. Those who
have internal communities are using them to take a pulse, while others are adding COVID
questions to existing trackers or ad hoc efforts. A few are executing COVID-specific research
efforts, either about overall perceptions or about specific COVID impacts.

Some hypothesize long-term impacts of COVID-19.
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Researchers mention potential long-term impacts both from a business
perspective (e.g., telemedicine usage in health insurance, business
interruption insurance in P&C) and from a research perspective (e.g., lasting
increase in online qualitative and reduced travel). Many suspect that remote
work will become more common, and may lead to geographically dispersed
teams. The latter is seen as a positive, as it means more flexibility in hiring.

